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Introduction

The forum on Alcoholdebaas.nl (Look at your drinking)

Method

Results

Forum statistics

Profile of forum participants

Content of the postings

Opinion of forum participants

Participant speaking (video)



What is www.alcoholdebaas.nl? 

Website with information

Online forum for fellow sufferers

E-therapy programme

After care









Forum



The forum and forum management

Since March 2005 online

Open forum, everyone can read the postings

To write you need to sign up 

Rules and regulations for participation

Moderator checks and does not take part in discussions

Moderator acts as a referee



Method

Forum statistics

Online questionnaire n=70

Content analysis of postings

- 9 days, from 1 t/m 9 okt. 2008

- 1596 postings



Number of registered participants: 

- 655 (Oct. 2008) 

- 1019 (Oct. 2009)

Postings a day

- 177 (Oct. 2008)

- 350 (Oct. 2009)

Forum statistics



Use of the forum

Duration and frequency 

- since 2009: 43% 

- since 2008: 21%

- 3 years or more: 36% 

60% makes several visits a day

43% places several postings a day



Profile forum participants 

72% is female

Mean age: 47 years

48% is higher professional educated 

53% employed

47% not employed 

 21% medically incapable of work



Alcohol use and treatment

41% stopped drinking

86 % in therapy for alcohol problems 

59% e-therapy Alcoholdebaas.nl



Reasons for taking part

Initially 52%: in search of information

Later on:

71%: curious how others are doing

66%: emotional support

52%: considers taking part a daily routine

41%: when having a hard time

40%: out of sociability reasons and cosiness

24%: when feeling lonely

22%: for questions about alcohol (information)



Content analysis of postings

Few negative statements

Much use of  emoticons ; CAPITALS;  excessive 

punctuation !!!?! (50%) 

Social chat (96%)

About drinking and own drinking habits (26%)

Medication and treatment (3%)

Technical details (2%)

Appreciation for the forum (1%)



Empowerment mechanisms in the postings

77% no empowerment mechanisms

23% empowerment mechanisms:

- 15% to exchange personal experiences

- 8% to motivate, compliment and wish good luck

- 6% to give tips, information and warnings

- 1% empathy

The majority reports:

 Increase of knowledge; self control; self-efficacy; self esteem; 

well being and acceptance of the alcohol problem



Important benefits of the forum

Almost all mention:

 Availability, honesty and openness, getting support, 

being accepted, anonimity

Less important: 

 the number of postings; response time



Disadvantages top 5

1 Open, accessible to all

2 Forum addiction

3 Vulnerability due to anonimity 

4 Negative statements and quarrels

5 Groups arising (insiders / outsiders feeling)



Satisfaction

74% is (very) happy with the forum

Succes factors:

1. Contact with fellow sufferers (experts by experience)

2. Feeling understood and recognized

3. Being anonymous

4. Friendships in real life

5. Sharing experiences



What makes a forum succesfull?



What makes a forum succesfull?

The participants!



Good morning everyone, my name is anna and I have joined the dutch 

„Lookatyourdrinking‟ site about a week ago. Ever since I find it very 

helpful and in some ways comforting to read other members 

messages. 

Sometimes I join in and sometimes I just enjoy (or not enjoy) the 

conversation. You will find that a lot of topics are thrown into the 

conversation. Making it not too heavy all the time but at the same time 

any subject can and will be discussed. From backfall to a dogwalking 

service and anything inbetween. If in doubt you can always just look 

around the forum and when you feel at ease enough you can introduce 

yourself. 

Hope I have made you feel welcome...... please if in doubt or thinking you 

still drink too much, we will try to help you with our support and 

"drinkingwisdom".

Love Anna



“In a short time, I found a lot of people facing similar difficulties to 

myself. The most important thing for me was that when you quit 

drinking (as I did) you are probably going to miss something in your 

life. 

I found out that I used alcohol for dealing with my emotional problems. 

Without the alcohol you have to learn how to live your life without the 

soothing blanket that alcohol can be. In that process, I found 

companions on the forum. They understood my problems and we 

exchanged experiences, tips, and helped each other.”  



“The most helpful thing for me is still that I can share with others if 

I encounter difficulties. The sharing with others, who 

understand that the easiest thing to do is to grab a bottle of 

wine to cover up my emotions, in fact keeps me from grabbing 

that bottle and helps me to look for a different way to solve my 

problems. There is someone on line at any time of the day. 

I wish you all luck.”

Spix. 



QUESTIONS

Heleen Westendorp: h.westendorp@tactus.nl

mailto:h.westendorp@tactus.nl

